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First session 

 

Group 1 – Membership discussion (hosts – Dan and  Chas) 

Dan’s notes 

- Membership vs activism – which are we worried about? 

- Clear focus/aims/deliverables useful in engaging people 

- Petition – most important thing 

- We should be paid (?) 

- Data needs to be in a relevant format 

- Diversity 

- Does it matter than we aren’t growing? 

- Ward ask – relevance of postcode? What about non-London members? 

- Chas’s notes 

- Digital activism (Living Streets AGM) 38 degrees (1) having specific request or goal is helpful 

(rather than just cycling)– focus on one or two things at a time 

- (2) using a petition – to organise them. Get a database. 

- Leafleting…? 

- Activists or members? 

- Appoint ‘ward champions’ Targeting locally. Using Facebook to get donations? 

- Give people ‘here is something to do’ [local committee meetings] – consultations 

- Membership diversity – appeal to wider public/styles of cycling? Other than community? 

- Supporters – 50,000; Members – 15,000 

- Might we have reached saturation for this kind of membership database? 

- Engaging with people who live outside London but cycling in it. 

 

Group 2 – Should LCC campaign against cyclists who behave badly? (Dick) 

- Bad behaviour reduces respect 

- UK culture is less respectful 

- Design can affect  behaviour – may be useful in response to complaints about behaviour 

- We should campaign for more positive behaviour 



 

Group 3 – Curbing excessive and inappropriate use of motor vehicles (Steven) 

- Focus on single occupancy trips – getting this into the public domain 

- TfL – 5 miles or less  - 80% private vehicles e.g. 300m for 2 work colleagues. How to get figures. 

Neighbours drive to get a newspaper. 

- Freight – local – local planning authorities. Local sourcing of goods. Why don’t local authorities 

put in blanket bans of HGVs? 

- Farringdon Road – distributor road – deliver van 

- 7.5 tonne trucks – half empty 

- LHAs – carfree – driving between 

- Tax large supermarkets 

- High street businesses closing 

- Hospitals closing – people need to travel further for one big hospital. 

 

Second session 

 

Group 2. Attitudes to other groups/ movements 

Notes: Philip Loy 

- PL gave background to topic. There are now several groups all promoting cycling: e.g. LCC, 
CTC, CEoGB, Sustrans, British Cycling as well as initiatives such as Stop Killing Cyclists. Are 
they/ should they be coordinated? Should they co-operate for better outcomes? PL gave 
particular example of CEoGB influencing LCC policy on segregated infrastructure. 

- Mustafa informed group of the proposal for the CTC and Cyclenation to merge. 

- Different groups – will always happen and a good thing anyway? Focus for different 
viewpoints, as long as there is co-operation? 

- There are wider ‘liveable London’ issues around cycling, so wider agenda amongst 
collaboration between different groups actually better? E.g. working with Living Streets local 
branches. 

- British Cycling – more of a challenge? Their policy of promoting helmets/ hi-vis/ road bikes 
often at odds with LCC policy. Glossier/ slicker – more of a challenge? 

- Sustrans – are we singing from the same hymn sheet? 

- Good to have different perspectives – different groups for each? 

- Space for Cycling cited as example where campaign idea started by LCC effectively ‘franchised’ 
to other campaign groups across UK 

- Was thought that campaign objectives for groups like LCC were better served by remaining 
independent, but in doing so require commercial objectives to ensure it achieves campaign/ 
policy objectives. TfL funding may compromise this independence. 

- What is the Unique Selling Point of LCC? Should there be one? What does it want to influence? 
What are core objectives? 



- Might be a risk of loss of control over what campaign means – e.g. Space for Cycling, has the 
message been diluted? 

 

Group 4. Getting to know each other better (what are local groups doing) 

Notes - Clare 

- LCC wide links 

- TH core 8-10 – Enfield/Sutton lower 

- 10 x 30 – 300 wider connection 

- Central Groups go to Policy Forum, Street Talks, other CL groups – open CL groups not 
publicised.  

- Fund raising social event 

- Fun event – Hackney Burns Night 

- Issue burnout 

- Encouragement to go to neighbourhood meetings 

- Neighbouring boroughs social 

- Local groups pubs after meeting important 

- Architecture rides 

- Website as a social area 

- CPEC/IRG/Policy should be better explained on the website. Some Central London groups are 
open, some are closed. 

- LCC campaigns. 

 

Third sessions 

Group 1 – shared space. 

- Notes – Robert (additional Philip) 

- Bexleyheath – shared space design recently implemented where no one has priority. 

- How does it fit with Space for Cycling?  

- PL highlighted recent commentary where such schemes were criticised. 

- Management of motor traffic volumes were thought to be a key factor in the success of shared 
space schemes. 

- Shared space often implemented for urban/ retail renewal objectives. 

- PL highlighted recent seminar – lots of variation in shared space schemes, common themes but 
also variations. Place specific solutions probably essential. 

- Some junctions were considered as examples or for possible treatment. 

- Robert reported that the Bexleyheath design seemed to be working well, and seemed to be 
successful in avoiding domination by any mode. 

- PL cited worldwide examples of shared space like India and southeast Asia where it has not 
been designed as such but happened by ‘accident’, and European examples such as the piazzas 



of Rome where they have always historically been public places with lots of people but cars 
were allowed – not promoted as ‘shared space’ but in effect that’s what they are. 

Group 2 – Corporate support for the CSH (Nick K) 

- People shared specific ideas for where and when to leaflet – particularly linking up TH 

Wheelers with Cycling Works.  

 

Group 3 – Devolution of powers to London (Mustafa) – what powers could be devolved? 

- Royal Parks? – must be clear it’s about legislative/ministerial prerogative not land ownership. 

- No public rights of way for London – borough obligations unclear – GLA powers to legislate. 

- Speed limits policy 

- Tax private car parking 

- Road pricing and fuel duties 

- GLA power to legislate local government powers 

- Powers to incentivise/penalise e.g. local business on sustainability 

- Funding for canals/rivers 

- Legislative power over crossings 

- Liability laws? 

- Substantially have responsibility for raising revenue (so not dependent on parking) – e.g. VAT, 

fuel duty, local share of income tax, business 


